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A Robust and Efficient Anonymous Authentication
Protocol in VANETs

Chae Duk Jung, Chul Sur, Youngho Park, and Kyung-Hyune Rhee

Abstract: Recently, Lu et al. proposed an efficient conditional pri-
vacy preservation protocol, named ECPP, based on group signa-
ture scheme for generating anonymous certificates from roadside
units (RSUs). However, ECPP does not provide unlinkability and
traceability when multiple RSUs are compromised. In this paper,
we make up for the limitations and propose a robust and effi-
cient anonymous authentication protocol without loss of efficiency
as compared with ECPP. Furthermore, in the proposed protocol,
RSUs can issue multiple anonymous certificates to an OBU to al-
leviate system overheads for mutual authentication between OBUs
and RSUs. In order to achieve these goals, we consider a universal
re-encryption scheme and identity-based key establishment scheme
as our building blocks. Several simulations are conducted to verify
the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed protocol by com-
paring with those of the existing ECPP.

Index Terms: Authentication, conditional privacy, group signature,
identity-based key establishment, movement tracking, universal re-
encryption, vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET).

I. INTRODUCTION

In the near future, vehicles will be equipped with on-
board processing and wireless communication modules, which
enable vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure com-
munications based on short-range wireless technology, e.g.,
IEEE 802.11p [1]. That is called a vehicular ad-hoc network
(VANET). VANET mainly consists of on-board units (OBUs)
and roadside units (RSUs) [2], where OBUs are installed on
vehicles to provide wireless communication capability, while
RSUs are deployed to provide access point to vehicles within
their radio coverages. By this organization, VANET can provide
useful functions such as cooperative driving and probe of vehi-
cle data. For example, a vehicle can warn other vehicles about
traffic accidents or traffic jam.

Considering the useful VANET applications, it is necessary
to develop a suit of elaborate and carefully designed security
mechanisms to make VANET applications viable [3]–[11]. To
prevent several possible attacks in VANET, such as imperson-
ation attack and message modification attack, it is necessary
to authenticate the broadcasted safety message by OBUs. Be-
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sides, the increasing demand for privacy issue has brought ad-
ditional requirements for privacy preservation in VANET such
as anonymous message authentication. Therefore, conditional
privacy preservation, which private information is not disclosed
to other entities while the authorities should legally trace user-
related information in case of a disputed event, becomes one of
the main requirements for secure VANET. To supply conditional
privacy preservation in VANET, issuing on-the-fly anonymous
certificates from RSUs to OBUs has received plenty of attention
from the research community in recent year.

A. Related Work and Motivation

Since our work focuses on anonymous authentication for
conditional privacy preservation, we just examine some exist-
ing anonymous authentication protocols for secure VANET [9],
[12], [13] in this section.

In [9], with a pool of around 43,800 certificates, each OBU
randomly chooses one of the available certificates for signing
the message at one time in order to meet the driver’s privacy re-
quirement. However, in case of any dispute, the authority has
to exhaustedly search in a very huge database to find the iden-
tity related to the anonymous public key. Moreover, it occurs a
system overhead to revoke 43,800 certificates in the OBU. As a
result, it requires a long revocation list and a long time to update
the certificate revocation list (CRL) due to the large number of
public keys in a compromised OBU.

Lin et al. [13] proposed a conditional privacy-preserving au-
thentication protocol for VANET by integrating the techniques
of group signature in [14], [15] and identity-based signature in
[16]. Group signature is used to secure the communication be-
tween OBUs and OBUs, and identity-based signature is adopted
at RSUs to digitally sign each message launched by RSUs to
ensure its authenticity. However, in [13], even though the au-
thors reduced CRL size, their protocol needs the management
of certificate revocation information in OBUs. Hence, each ve-
hicle must spend much time in message verification when the
number of revoked vehicles is increased.

Recently, Lu et al. [12] proposed an efficient conditional pri-
vacy preservation protocol, named ECPP, which issues on-the-
fly short-time anonymous certificate to OBUs by using a group
signature scheme in [17]. Since RSUs can check the validity of
the requesting vehicle during the short-time anonymous certifi-
cate generation phase, such revocation check by an OBU itself
of [13] is not required. However, ECPP provides unlinkabil-
ity and traceability under the unrealistic assumption that most
RSUs will not disclose any inner information without the autho-
rization of the trusted authority. In general, due to the fact that
there exist a large number of RSUs, cost considerations prevent
the RSUs from having sufficient protection facilities against ma-
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licious attacks. Therefore, it is possible for an attacker to access
RSUs and disclose the information in the RSUs. When multi-
ple RSUs are compromised in ECPP, an attacker is able to track
the movement trace of a vehicle by using the information stored
in the compromised RSUs [18], because each RSU stores un-
changed pseudonyms for OBUs. As a result, ECPP does not
provide unlinkability of OBUs when some RSUs were compro-
mised. Furthermore, since the trace procedure in ECPP is run
by incorporating with an RSU which issued a certificate corre-
sponding to a disputed message, it is impossible to trace OBUs
belong to compromised RSUs. Consequently, ECPP does not
provide traceability when multiple RSUs are compromised.

Moreover, even though ECPP runs mutual authentication be-
tween OBUs and RSUs, it requires validity check of RSUs by
using up-to-date revocation list in anonymous certificate gener-
ation phase by considering an attacker who can disclose inner
information in the compromised RSUs.

As a result, it is necessary to design a robust and efficient
anonymous authentication protocol that not only provides un-
linkability and traceability even if multiple RSUs are compro-
mised, but also reduces system overheads for validity check of
RSUs in anonymous certificate generation phase.

B. Contribution and Organization

In this paper, we propose a robust and efficient anonymous au-
thentication protocol that provides unlinkability and traceability
even if multiple RSUs are compromised without loss of effi-
ciency as compared with ECPP. To efficiently resolve the prob-
lem of certificate revocation in traditional PKI, the proposed
protocol employs the concept of on-the-fly short-time anony-
mous certificate. Furthermore, to reduce system overheads for
mutual authentication between OBUs and RSUs in anonymous
certificate generation phase, RSUs issue multiple anonymous
certificates to an OBU based on universal re-encryption scheme
[19]. In addition, our protocol employs identity-based key estab-
lishment scheme [20] to eliminate the validity checks of RSUs
in OBUs when OBUs verify the issued multiple anonymous cer-
tificates.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we describe our design objectives and define conditional privacy
level for secure VANET. We outline our system architecture in
Section III. Section IV presents the proposed robust and efficient
anonymous authentication protocol. In Section V, the security
and efficiency of the proposed protocol are evaluated. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Section VI.

II. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

In this paper, we aim at achieving the following security ob-
jectives:
• Authentication: The origin of the messages should be au-

thenticated to guard against impersonation attack. Also, even
though an attacker compromises some RSUs, the attacker
cannot forge a signature on safety message in a compromised
RSU’s communication range.

• Anonymity: The identities of vehicles should be hidden
from normal message receivers during the safety message
authentication process. Moreover, even if an attacker obtains

Table 1. Definition of conditional privacy level.
Authentication
& anonymity Unlinkability Traceability

Level 1 � × ×
Level 2 � � ×
Level 3 � � �

Vehicle registration

Ki(ID1, K1, s1)
(ID2, K2, s2)

si

OBU

G i t

Membership managersecure
storage

OBUi

Group signature
RSU

Fig. 1. System architecture.

inner information of compromised RSUs, the attacker can-
not disclose the real identities of OBUs.

• Unlinkability: When an adversary has collected several
safety messages from an OBU, the OBU should be still
not traceable. Moreover, even though the adversary compro-
mised RSUs, it cannot link information stored in the RSUs
as the same OBU.

• Traceability: Theauthority should be able to trace the sender
of a safety message by revealing the identity in case of any
disputed situation such as liability investigation. In addi-
tion, even if multiple RSUs are compromised, the authority
should be able to trace the real identities of pseudonyms in
anonymous certificates without assistances of compromised
RSUs.

Following the above goals, we revise the definition of condi-
tional privacy level in [12] as Table 1.

Note that, ECPP does not provide unlinkability of an OBU
since the compromised RSUs store the same pseudonym for
the same OBU. Moreover, since the trace procedure in ECPP
is run by the trust authority with an RSU (certificates genera-
tor), it is impossible to trace the real identities of OBUs belong
to damaged RSUs. As a result, ECPP provides level 1 privacy
in Table 1.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we describe our system model, in which com-
munication nodes are either membership manager, RSUs, or
OBUs as shown in Fig. 1. The detailed description of system
components is as follows:
• Membership manager is public agencies or corporations

with administrative powers in a specific field; for exam-
ple, city or state transportation authorities. The membership
manager establishes and manages system parameters and
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system roles for secure VANET. In addition, the member-
ship manager should be able to reveal the identities of safety
message senders in case of disputed traffic events.

• RSUs belong to the membership manager. When an RSU
receives a request message for certificate issue from an
OBU, it checks the validity of the OBU with the member-
ship manager. If the OBU is legal, the RSU issues multiple
anonymous certificates to the OBU by using universal re-
encryption scheme and group signature scheme.

• OBUs periodically send safety messages by using its own
short-time anonymous certificate. When an OBU needs
anonymous certificates, it requests certificate issue to a
nearby RSU. If the OBU is legitimate, it is able to get new
multiple short-time anonymous certificates from the RSU.

To make our model more clear, we assume the followings.
• Each OBU has a unique electronic identity, e.g., ELP (Elec-

tronic License Plate).
• OBUs change its own short-time anonymous certificates

within 1 minute (min) as a result of [7].
• RSUs can establish a secure channel with the membership

manager by the Internet or any other reliable communica-
tion links with high bandwidth, and the medium used for ve-
hicular communications is IEEE 802.11p incorporated with
DSRC [21].

• Membership manager can inspect all RSUs at high level and
maintain the compromised entities list.

The proposed anonymous authentication protocol consists of
the following 6-phases:
1. Setup: The membership manager sets up its own master key

and system parameters based on identity-based group signa-
ture scheme [17], universal re-encryption scheme [19] and
identity-based key establishment scheme [20].

2. OBU registration: The membership manager assigns MAC
keys and long-term secret keys to OBUs. At the same time,
the membership manger stores the pairs 〈OBU’s real ID,
MAC key, long-term secret key〉 in his secure storage.

3. RSU registration: The membership manager assigns group
signing key and long-term secret key to RSUs.

4. Multiple anonymous certificates generation: When an OBU
requests anonymous certificates for a given time period, it
generates a session key and transmits a request message
including new pseudonym and encrypted public keys to a
nearby RSU. After validity check for the OBU and the RSU
by membership manager, the RSU issues multiple short-time
anonymous certificates to the OBU by using the received
partial session key from the membership manager. Finally,
the OBU verifies the issued certificates by using the session
key and public key of group signature.

5. Safety message authentication: OBUs periodically sign traf-
fic information by using conventional digital signature
scheme under its own short-time signing key, and then
broadcast a traffic information attached with the signature
and the short-time anonymous certificate. Before accepting
the received traffic information, each receiver verifies the
signature with sender’s certificate.

6. OBU’s real ID trace: In case of problematic happening, the
membership manager traces the real identity of generator for
a safety message by using its own private key.

Table 2. Notations.
Notation Description
GSmk Master key of group signature
GSpk Public key of group signature
GSparams System parameters of group signature
skMM , pkMM Private/public key pair of membership

manager
H,H0 Cryptographic hash functions
Ki MAC key for OBUi

IDi Real identity of entity i
ID′

i Pseudonym of OBUi

ID′
i,∗ Short-time pseudonym of OBUi

Certi,∗ Short-time anonymous certificate of
OBUi

si Long-term secret key for IDi

si,j Session key between IDi and IDj

ski,∗, pki,∗ OBUi’s short-time private/public key pair
t Validity period for short-time certificate
HK() MAC function under the key K
GSig() Group signature function
E(), D() Encryption and decryption function of

universal re-encryption, respectively
Re() Re-encryption function of universal re-

encryption
SE(), SD() Encryption and decryption function of

symmetric encryption, respectively

IV. ROBUST AND EFFICIENT ANONYMOUS
AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOL

In this section, we propose a robust and efficient anonymous
authentication protocol based on universal re-encryption scheme
[19], identity-based group signature scheme [17] and identity-
based key establishment scheme [20]. Table 2 describes the no-
tations used in the proposed protocol.

A. Setup

The membership manager generates the required bilinear
groups and system parameters in [17]. Given security param-
eter k, the membership manager chooses a k-bit prime number
p, bilinear map groups (G1,G2) of order p. The membership
manager randomly picks generators g1 ∈ G1 and g2 ∈ G2.
Let ê : G1 × G2 → GT be a bilinear pairing. The mem-
bership manager selects γ ∈ Z

∗
p and sets GSpk = gγ2 . Af-

ter that, the membership manager chooses secure cryptographic
hash functions H : {0, 1}∗ → Zp and H0 : {0, 1}∗ → G

2
2.

The system parameter GSparams and master key GSmk of
the membership manager are set up as follows: GSparams =
(G1,G2,GT , ê, p, g1, g2, H,H0, GSpk), GSmk = γ.

To use the identity-based key establishment system in [20],
the membership manager chooses four primes p1, p2, p3, p4
and computes N(= p1p2p3p4) in Zq . Then, the membership
manager selects a secret random multiplier α ∈ Z

∗
φ(N), where

φ() is the Euler’s totient function.
In addition, the membership manager selects its own private

key skMM ∈ Z
∗
q and computes public key pkMM = gskMM

3 ,
where g3 is a generator for the underlying group for the ElGamal
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cryptosystem in [22].

B. OBU Registration

All OBUs need to be registered from the trusted membership
manager and pre-loaded with public system parameters and their
own secret quantities before joining VANET. Thus, the member-
ship manager randomly chooses a MAC key Ki, and computes a
long-term secret key si = αlogg4(ID

2
i )(mod φ(N)), where g4

is a primitive element in GF (pj), for 1 ≤ j ≤ 4. After that, the
membership manager transmits (Ki, si) to OBUi over a secure
channel and stores 〈IDi,Ki, si〉 in secure storage.

C. RSU Registration

The membership manager issues a group signing key to each
RSU for generating anonymous certificates. To generate a group
signing key, the membership manager selects xj ∈ Z

∗
p such that

γ+xj �= 0, and then sets Aj = g
1/γ+xj

1 . After that, the member-
ship manager computes sj = αlogg4(ID

2
j )(mod φ(N)), where

IDj is location information of RSUj . Finally, the membership
manager sends 〈(Aj , xj), sj〉 to RSUj over a secure channel.

D. Multiple Anonymous Certificates Generation

When an OBUi wants to get new multiple anonymous cer-
tificates for given time period from a nearby RSUj , OBUi and
RSUj run a multiple anonymous certificate generation protocol
as Fig. 2. The detailed steps are as follows.
Step 1 An OBUi encrypts its real identity IDi based on uni-

versal re-encryption under the membership manager’s
public key to generate a new pseudonym ID′

i. At the
same time, the OBUi randomly selects a short-time va-
lidity period t and multiple signing keys ski,1, · · ·, ski,n,
and then computes corresponding public keys (note
that, each public key is formed by signature scheme
in safety message authentication phase). After that, the
OBUi computes a session key si,j = (ID2

j )
sih(t||Ki)

by using a location information of a nearby RSUj and
identity-based key establishment scheme in [20]. Fi-
nally, the OBUi computes MAC value MACID′

i
=

HKi
(ID′

i||PK ′||t), where PK ′ = SEsi,j (PK), and
then transmits 〈ID′

i, PK ′, t,MACID′
i
〉 to the RSUj for

obtaining n anonymous certificates, where PK is a list
of public keys.

Step 2 The RSUj checks the valid period t since a long pe-
riod will cause the risk of continued circulation of an
invalid certificate by an attacker. If t is a short valid pe-
riod, RSUj transmits the received message to the mem-
bership manager for checking a validity of OBUi. The
membership manager decrypts the received pseudonym
ID′

i for getting real identity IDi and searches (Ki, si)
corresponding to IDi when the RSUj is unrevoked. If
MACID′

i
is valid and the OBUi is legal, the member-

ship manager computes a partial session key g
vsih(t||Ki)
4

and sends it with the permission message to the RSUj ,
where v ≡ α−1(mod φ(N)).

Step 3 If the RSUj receives the permission message and the

partial session key g
vsih(t||Ki)
4 , which used to decrypt

encrypted public key list PK ′, from the membership

manager, it repeatedly executes a re-encryption algo-
rithm in [19] with the pseudonym ID′

i to obtain n
pseudonyms ID′

i,1, · · ·, ID′
i,n for OBUi. At the same

time, the RSUj computes the session key si,j =

(g
vsih(t||Ki)
4 )sj to get the set of public key PK. After de-

crypting SDsi,j (PK ′), the RSUj computes each σl =
GSig(ID′

i,l||pki,l||t) by using group signature scheme
in [17] under its own group signing key and forms each
anonymous certificate Certi,l = {ID′

i,l, pki,l, t, σl},
where l = 1, · · ·, n. Finally, the RSUj transmits en-
crypted multiple anonymous certificates CERT =
SEsi,j (Certi,1, · · ·, Certi,n) to the OBUi.

Step 4 If public keys in the decrypted Certi are equal to
PK, the OBUi verifies received certificates by using
GSpk. Finally, the OBUi accepts the issued certificates
if all the checks are valid.

E. Safety Message Authentication

OBUi signs a traffic information m by using a conventional
digital signature scheme such as ECDSA under its own short-
time signing key ski,l for generating signature σm. Then, the
OBUi forms the safety message Msg = {m,σm, Certi,l} and
broadcasts Msg. Upon receiving a safety message, each re-
ceiver first checks the validity of Certi,l by using GSpk. If the
Certi,l is valid, the receiver retrieves pki,l from the Certi,l and
verifies σm using the pki,l. If σm is valid, the traffic information
can be accepted, otherwise discarded.

F. OBU’s Real ID Trace

In case of any disputed situation, it is necessary to extract the
real identity of generator of the broadcasted safety message by
the membership manager. Since pseudonyms ID′

i,l = Re(ID′
i)

of OBUi are computed by re-encryption scheme of [19] with
ID′

i = EpkMM
(IDi), the pseudonyms were formed as cipher-

texts for OBU’s real identity under the pubic key of the mem-
bership manager. Note that, due to the property of universal re-
encryption, the membership manager can output real identities
from pseudonyms in the safety message by using its own private
key skMM .

V. EVALUATION

A. Security

We analyze how the proposed protocol satisfies the security
requirements stated in Section II.
• Authentication. Since the signature is generated by a

conventional digital signature scheme with respect to a
pseudonym and a corresponding public key, which was
proven to secure against adaptive chosen message attack, no
adversary can launch a forgery attack and an impersonation
attack to an OBU.

• Anonymity. Since OBUs’ real identities are encrypted
under pkMM and re-encrypted ciphertexts are used as
pseudonyms, an attacker who compromised multiple RSUs
cannot disclose a real identity from pseudonyms in certifi-
cates without knowing skMM due to the property of univer-
sal re-encryption.
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OBUi RSUj Membership manager
1. Set ID′

i ← EpkMM
(IDi)

Choose time period t
Compute ski,1, · · ·, ski,n and si,j
Set PK = {pki,1, · · ·, pki,n}
PK ′ ← SEsi,j (PK)
MACID′

i
← HKi

(ID′
i||PK ′||t)

ID′
i, PK ′, t,MACID′

i−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
2. Check t

ID′
i, PK ′, t,MACID′

i−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
If RSUj is valid,
IDi ← DskMM

(ID′
i)

Search Ki, si
If MACID′

i
is valid,

If OBUi is legal,

Compute g
vsih(t||Ki)
4

Permission message, g
vsih(t||Ki)
4←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

3. ID′
i,1, · · ·, ID′

i,n ← Re(ID′
i)

Compute si,j = (g
vsih(t||Ki)
4 )sj

PK ← SDsi,j (PK ′)
∀ l, σl ← GSig(ID′

i,l||pki,l||t)
Issue Certi,1, · · ·, Certi,n
CERT ← SEsi,j (Certi,1, · · ·, Certi,n)

CERT←−−−−−−−−−
4. {Certi,1, · · ·, Certi,n} ← SDsi,j (CERT )

If ∀ l, pki,1 ∈ Certi,l are equal to PK,
If ∀ l, Certl are valid,

Accept n certificates

Fig. 2. Multiple anonymous certificates generation.

• Unlinkability. An eavesdropper cannot link the safety
messages since most safety messages consist of different
pseudonyms and public keys independently. Even though
multiple RSUs are compromised, the attacker does not ob-
tain any information from the compromised RSUs since each
OBU generates and transmits different pseudonyms to RSUs
during certificate generation protocol.

• Traceability. In dispute cases, the membership manager is
able to trace the real identity of OBUi corresponding to
pseudonym ID′

i,∗ by using its own private key skMM . Even
if some RSUs are compromised, the membership manager is
able to trace OBUs since the trace procedure in the proposed
protocol is executed without cooperations with RSUs.

As a result, the proposed protocol provides level 3 privacy in
Table 1.

Moreover, since the membership manager issues the partial
session key to an RSU in step 2 of the proposed multiple anony-
mous certificates generation phase if the RSU is uncompromised
entity, valid anonymous certificates of an OBU should be made
by the valid RSU. That is, there is no necessity to check the
validity of the RSU by an OBU in multiple anonymous certifi-

cates generation phase. In addition, if the RSU is compromised
entity, in contrast to ECPP, the OBU can run multiple anony-
mous certificates generation protocol with other RSUs by using
pre-computed short-time private/public key pairs, because the
compromised RSU does not know a list of OBU’s public keys.

B. Efficiency

In this section, we compare the proposed protocol with ECPP
to show that our protocol provides reasonable efficiency in terms
of OBU’s computational costs and RSU valid serving ratios. For
fairness in comparisons, we selected a bilinear pairing of 80-bit
security level as the same security measures of ECPP as follows;
degree k = 6, |G1| = 160 bits and |q| = 1024 bits. Tables 3
and 4 show the measures to estimate and to compare our proto-
col with ECPP, respectively. Note that ECPPM is ECPP’s mul-
tiple certificates issue type as shown in Table 5.

To measure the valid number of requesting certificates at once
per vehicle, we assume that all OBUs in an RSU range request
nV anonymous certificates to the RSU and the average speed
of vehicles varies from 10 m/s ∼ 40 m/s (or 36 km/hr∼144
km/hr). Therefore, nV depends on vehicle density d, which
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Table 3. Cryptographic operation time (implemented on Pentium IV

3.0 GHz).
Cryptographic operation time Time(ms)
ê bilinear pairing operation 4.5
Point multiplication on G1 0.6
Exponentiation on Zq 2.1

Table 4. Protocol execution time (implemented on Pentium IV 3.0 GHz,

NR = |RL|).
unit: ms

Execution time ECPPM Proposed protocol
n certificates issue 20.4+14.4n 12.6+18.6n
n certificates verification 17.1n 17.1n
Validity check of RSU 9NR no need

Table 5. Modification to multiple-ECPP.
Phase ECPPM

Public key generation ∀ i ≤ n, xi ∈ Z
∗
q , Yi = xiP

Certificate check check ∀ i ≤ n,Certi
RSU validity check revocation check (using RL)

Table 6. The maximum number of requesting certificates nV .
Lane numbers NL

Speed v 2 4 6 8 10
10 m/s 53.4 26.5 17.6 13.1 10.4
20 m/s 53.4 26.5 17.6 13.1 10.4
30 m/s 53.4 26.5 17.6 13.1 10.4
40 m/s 53.4 26.5 17.6 13.1 10.4

means the number of OBUs in an OBU’s communication range,
that is computed by 2-second rule which drivers maintain as
much distance between vehicles, as the vehicle would travel in
2 second. That is, we have d = Rrange × NL/(v × 2) where
Rrange is RSU’s valid coverage, NL is the number of lane and v
is vehicle speed. Since TR ≥ TG × d where TR(= Rrange/v) is
passing time through an RSU range and TG(= 12.6 + 18.6nV )
is the time overhead for generating nV certificates, nV can be
measured as follow:

nV ≤ TR

18.6d
− 0.3 =

Rrange

18.6vd
− 0.3.

Table 6 shows the maximum nV with different vehicle speeds
and different lane numbers where Rrange = 300 meters. As we
can see, each OBU can request about 10 ∼ 50 anonymous cer-
tificates to an RSU depending on vehicle density.

Fig. 3 shows computational costs of the proposed multiple
certificates generation protocol, ECPPM and ECPP with differ-
ent NR and different n. Then, we can observe that the proposed
protocol has reasonable efficiency to ECPPM in the matter of
OBU’s computational costs. Furthermore, when the number of
the compromised RSUs are increased, the proposed protocol has
more efficiency than both ECPPM and ECPP.

Let |R|n be the minimal number of passed RSUs for n min-
utes (min), and ρn be the probability for each OBU to issue a re-
quest for n min. Therefore, an OBU could request n certificates
to an RSU among |R|n RSUs. Then, we have ρn = 1/|R|n

Fig. 3. Computational costs of OBU.

Fig. 4. RSU valid serving ratio.

(note that, since |R|n is a minimal value, we consider that ρn
is maximal probability). When we assume that an RSU is al-
located every 500 meters on the road, |R|1 and ρ1 are (10 m/s
× 60 s)/500 m=1.2 and 0.8, respectively. In addition, we have
|R|n = n|R|1. As a result, ρn can be measured as follow;

ρn =
1

|R|n =
1

n|R|1 =
1

n
ρ1 =

0.8

n
.

To measure RSU valid serving ratio SRSU , we follow Lu et
al.’s analysis method in [12]. Then, SRSU can be defined by

SRSU =

{
1, if Rrange

TKρnvd
≥ 1

Rrange

TKρnvd
, otherwise

where TK is a time overhead to generate n anonymous certifi-
cates and d is the number of OBUs in an RSU’s communication
range.

Fig. 4 shows RSU valid serving ratios of the proposed proto-
col for n ≥ 10. As you can see, RSUs can efficiently manage
multiple certificates requests in most traffic scenarios.

Finally, we show the valid serving ratio of the membership
manager for OBUs’ requests. In our protocol, the main operation
of the membership manager is to decrypt OBUs’ pseudonyms at
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Fig. 5. Membership manager valid serving ratio with different NOBU.

each n min, so the membership manager’s performance always
depends on the size of n. Then, SMM , the valid serving ratio of
the membership manager, can be defined by

SMM =

{
1, if Tms

TMM (Tavg/n)NOBU
≥ 1

Tms

TMM (Tavg/n)NOBU
, otherwise

where Tms is a total time for a day, TMM is a time overhead for
authenticating an OBU, Tavg is an average driving time per day
and NOBU is the number of OBUs.

Fig. 5 shows the valid serving ratio of the membership man-
ager with different NOBU and different n, where TMM = 4.2
ms and Tavg = 120 min. From this result, we can observe that
the membership manager can efficiently manage multiple cer-
tificates requests in most of cases. As a result from Figs. 4 and
5, the proposed multiple anonymous certificates generation pro-
tocol is feasible.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a robust and efficient anony-
mous authentication protocol based on universal re-encryption
scheme, identity-based group signature scheme and identity-
based key establishment scheme in VANET. Compared with
ECPP, the proposed protocol can provide unlinkability and
traceability even if an attacker compromises multiple RSUs.
Furthermore, to avoid frequent certificate requests and to re-
duce computational overhead for mutual authentication between
OBUs and RSUs in certificate generation phase, RSUs can is-
sue multiple anonymous certificates to an OBU. Moreover, the
proposed protocol eliminates validity check in OBUs by us-
ing identity-based key establishment scheme. We have demon-
strated, through the performance evaluation, that the proposed
protocol has comparable performance to ECPP in terms of
OBU’s computational costs and RSU valid serving ratios.
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